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Compact Camping Concepts announces the lightweight "GearHauler"

Compact Camping Concepts, LLC announces the lightweight Explorer Box Gear Hauler for compact, fuel
efficient vehicles.

Sept. 6, 2008 - PRLog -- Compact Camping Concepts, LLC is pleased to announce the release of a Gear
Hauler version of their popular Explorer Box.  The Explorer Box Gear Hauler replaces the tent unit with an
adjustable aluminum rack system and weights about 300 pounds.  The Gear Hauler version extends the
versatility of the Explorer Box while retaining its cost effective, energy efficient, unique design.

As with the original Explorer Box, expanding the available space of smaller, fuel-efficient vehicles for
camping adventures is a primary feature. 

Scott Chaney owner of CCC said, “We developed The Gear Hauler in response to customer feedback.
 Folks always comment on how cute they are and how their compact size is a benefit both when towing and
storing them.  Some weren’t ready for a Tent Topped Camping Trailer.  These are normally folks who own
a quality ground tent and liked the idea of a Scout Chuck Wagon style trailer for camping and hauling.”

As with the Explorer Box, the Gear Hauler version offers customers the option of a DIY project or ready to
roll.

# # #

Manufacturer of lightweight Tent Topped Camping Trailers(r) and the Explorer Box Home Build
Construction Manual now has a new product - "The GearHauler"
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